Welcome to participants

- Welcome coffee

A few words of welcome from Bruno MAQUART, Chairman of universcience

Opening of the conference

- Jean-Michel BLANQUER, Minister for National Education
- Sophie CLUZEL, Secretary of State to the Prime Minister, responsible for disabled people

Break

Presentation of the conference framework

- Martine CARAGLIO, High Ranking Official responsible for disability and integration

Inventory of european and international research into inclusive education:

- Cor J.W. MEIJER, Director of the European Agency for special needs and Inclusive education

Witness account by a top-level 2015 World team fencing champion for disabled, team fencing gold medal winner at the Paralympic Games: Yannick IFEBE

Lunch break

First round table: From coordination to partnership of schooling players

Projection of an extract from the film 'Le chemin vers l'inclusion' (The path towards integration), by Sophie ROBERT

MODERATOR    DENMARK    FRANCE    NETHERLANDS    NEW BRUNSWICK    SWEDEN
Gilles Pétreault  Lars Qvortrup  Diane Cabouat  Christianne Matthijssen  Sophie Lacroix  Tone Engen

Open discussion

Break
TOGETHER! International perspective on inclusive education

16:00 – 17:30  Second round table: From support to autonomy

Projection of the film "Devenir accompagnant d’élèves en situation de handicap" (How to become care assistant for disabled pupils) by Fanchon HAMON

MODERATOR   FRANCE   IRELAND   SCOTLAND   SPAIN

Christine Gavini Chevet  Patrice Fondin  Catherine O’Carroll  Mary Berrill  Joze Amiama Ibarguren

Witness account by Mila CHWAST, M1 clinical psychology student back from an Erasmus year in Ireland

Open discussion

18:00  Pre-dinner drinks

Friday, 19 October  Mediator for the day: Annette GERLACH, journalist

8:30 – 9:00  Welcome coffee

9:00 – 10:30  Third round table: From specialisation to training for all

Projection of a film from the series "Histoires d’avenir" (Future stories) by Philippe FONTANA

MODERATOR   ENGLAND   FRANCE   ITALY   QUEBEC

Isabelle Bryon  Becky Benwell  Jacques Ginesté  Raffaele Ciambrone  Geneviève Bédard

Open discussion

10:30 – 10:45  Presentation of the "national training platform" by Martine CARAGLIO, High Ranking Official responsible for disability and integration; Olivia LEMARCHAND, Assistant Director General for «Canopé» network and Elisabeth BINTZ, Inspector, Ministry of Nationale Education

10:45 – 11:15  Break

11:15 – 12:45  Fourth round table: From schooling to social and professional integration

Witness account by Jean-François DUFRESNE, Director General of ANDROS

MODERATOR   FINLAND   FRANCE   GERMANY   PORTUGAL

Marie-Pierre Toubhans  Pirjo Koivula  Bertrand Signé  Stefan Platzek  João Ribeiro

Open discussion

12:45 – 13h  Conclusions:
- Jean-Marc HUART, Director General for School Education

Conference end - Light meal